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Laura and her father, who live on an island in the Caribbean, discover a dolphin who loves to

be with people. They spend a lot of time playing in the ocean with the dolphin and other people

start to play with the dolphin too. Sometimes the dolphin does things the people don't

understand and they think the dolphin might be dangerous. This story tells how friendships

between humans and animals can develop. Readers can learn how conflicts can be resolved

by patient understanding.

A National Science Teachers Association/ Children's Book Council Outstanding Science Trade

Book for ChildrenA Society of School Librarians International (SSLI) Outstanding Elementary

Science Book --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorKatherine's writing career began while she was working as a marine biologist in the

Caribbean and Caicos Islands. To address the need for simple educational tools in regional

communities, she began writing and illustrating grant-funded booklets and posters about the

environment and local fisheries. This proved to be such a satisfying experience that Katherine

branched into writing and illustrating children's books about nature. She has authored and

illustrated more than a dozen books, mostly for children. She has also contributed articles to

professional scientific journals and popular magazines. Her commissioned artworks include a

hotel mural, logos, posters, portraits, scientific drawings, cartoons, and cookbook illustrations.--

This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From School Library

JournalKindergarten-Grade 3-Based on an incident that occurred on the Caribbean island of

Providenciales, this story of a dolphin's attraction to people, and the resulting concerns, is most

unusual. A young girl tells of her father's friendship with the dolphin that follows his dive boat

each day, and of the creature's increasing friendliness toward other people. As the sociable sea

mammal's popularity grows, potentially dangerous incidents occur, causing some panic. An

expert is brought in to educate both dolphin and humans in the etiquette of respectful physical

treatment. The book is illustrated with full-color, full-page folk art paintings of island vegetation

and ocean life in the blues, greens, and pinks that are prevalent in the Caribbean. A tiny picture

placed on each page of text, highlighting an important detail in the story, adds to the attractive

format. A lovely book, and a gentle lesson on the interrelationship between people and

animals.Susan Scheps, Shaker Heights Public Library, OHCopyright 1993 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From

Kirkus ReviewsBased on actual events, an appealing story about a dolphin and the owner of a

``dive boat.'' Laura tells how her father earns a friendly dolphin's trust by waiting for him to

make first contact. After months, the dolphin is playing tag, taking the man's arm gently in his

mouth, and giving Laura rides. But as the dolphin gains confidence and people flock to swim

with him, his playful ways cause trouble--he is sometimes too rough, and after he once

prevents a child from coming in to shore, some deem him dangerous. Tragedy is averted when

an ``expert'' helps the community understand the dolphin's needs (he doesn't like intrusive

behavior) and teach him a few signals (especially, one meaning ``No, don't do that''). But some

questions, of course, will never be answered: Why does this dolphin live apart from his kind?

Why is he so friendly to people? A charming account, illustrated with stylized, decorative

paintings that beautifully evoke the luminous colors of the Caribbean and the joy of this

unusual friendship. (Picture book/Young reader. 5-9) -- Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP.
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